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The Indian Premier League is arguably India's biggest sporting event, with millions of people

watching the tournament yearly, paying close attention to every match. Indian cricket fans are

avid bettors of this annual event, and with mobile betting being more popular than ever, players

are always looking for online IPL betting apps. With that in mind, we have compiled a guide to the

best IPL betting apps to get you started this season!

Best IPL 2023 Betting Apps for Android and iOS in India

�.  Betway 

�.  Bet365 

�.  1XBet 
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�.  Melbet 

�.  Parimatch 

�.  22Bet 

�.  BetWinner 

�.  Dafabet 

�.  10Bet 

��.  Rajabets 

IPL Betting Apps

This is the 16th season of the IPL, which will see ten teams compete across 74 matches. With plenty

of cricket betting apps in India, we have compiled a list of the top IPL apps available to

download on iOS and Android.

18+ Gambling Can Be Addictive. Please Play Responsibly. BeGambleAware GamStop Gambling

Commission

 Betway 

Betway is one of India's most well-known betting sites. They offer various sports betting markets,

including esports, baseball, volleyball, horseracing, football and tennis. Cricket is by far the most

popular event to bet on, and Betway has players covered with their competitive odds and options

for in-play betting.

 

Pros � Cons �

Vast selection of banking options Limited amount of promotions

Good for live betting

Great betting app
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 Bet365 

Like Betway, Bet365 has long been one of the leading names in international online sports betting.

This well-known brand does not disappoint you regarding the variety of sports betting markets

offered, especially cricket! Throughout the IPL season, the website gives limitless awards and odds

that are competitive with most other sportsbooks and IPL betting apps.

 

 1XBet 

1XBet was among India's first IPL betting apps when it was founded in 2008. Another excellent

option for bettors wanting sports betting variety, as well as INR transactions, a wide range of

promos, and better-than-average odds.

 

 Melbet 

There are many benefits to using Melbet for IPL and cricket betting, including favourable

introductory bonuses, competitive cricket betting odds, live streaming possibilities, live betting,

Pros � Cons �

Low minimum bets Few promotions for Existing customers

Low Minimum deposits

Pros � Cons �

Great live betting features Messy site design

Good customer support

Biggest sportsbook in Indian
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and cash-out tools. Also, the website is accessible nationwide because of its availability in Bengali,

Hindi, and English, among other regional languages.

 

 Parimatch 

For Indian sports gamblers, Parimatch is one of the most well-known cricket betting platforms.

Particularly for the Indian Premier League, the betting odds are among the best available.

Parimatch stands out from the crowd of online sports betting with a high-quality IPL betting

experience and an excellent mobile app.

 

 22Bet 

Pros � Cons �

Low minimum deposits Limited bonuses for existing players

Good customer support

Excellent betting app

Pros � Cons �

Various payment options are available Not yet available on iOS

Top betting bonuses Limited amount of betting markets

Great live betting experience
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One of the reasons 22Bet has been ranked so highly among the best IPL betting sites in India is

that, compared to the competition, it provides some of the best welcome bonuses and IPL deals,

the signup process is incredibly simple, and there are customer care options accessible around-

the-clock. The company also provides some respectable betting odds for all the available sports,

but it really shines when it comes to IPL odds!

 

 BetWinner 

BetWinner has established itself as a trustworthy and respected brand in the vast world of bookies.

Since its founding, BetWinner has developed a thorough sports betting website with various sports

betting markets, so there is something for everyone! The company has taken the time to make its

website accessible to Indian gamers by including well-known sports and leagues like the IPL,

cricket, tennis, and even e-sports. Also, you have a committed group of customer service

representatives available around-the-clock to respond to any questions from customers.

 

 Dafabet 

Pros � Cons �

Excellent welcome bonus A small range of payment methods

Good customer service

Easy on-page navigation

Pros � Cons �

Good variety of sports betting markets Messy on-page layout

Great for Live betting
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Dafabet has nearly two decades of experience serving its Indian players and has been present in

the Indian market since 2004. In addition to offering excellent odds for well-known Indian sports

like cricket and kabaddi, the website also allows deposits and withdrawals in Indian Rupees, which

is a major benefit. Dafabet offers extensive coverage of the IPL tournament and has one of the

best apps for IPL betting.

 

 10Bet 

Given that it has been in business for over 20 years, 10Bet has a significant advantage over some

of the more recent betting sites because it has used that time to develop a superb reputation and

a devoted following of users. Customers can wager on various sports on the website, including

darts, cricket, boxing, tennis, basketball, horse racing, and even football. As a result, using its top-

notch betting site to get the best betting experience is now simpler than ever.

 

Pros � Cons �

Accepts deposits and withdrawals in Rupees No live streaming

Good customer support No esports

Fantastic site design

Pros � Cons �

Good user interface Limited live streaming availability

Vast selection of payment methods

Fast withdrawal times
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 Rajabets 

Another fantastic choice for Indian sports bettors to wager on the IPL is Rajabets. It offers so much

and is safe, secure, and legal. This sportsbook's betting features include quick deposits and

withdrawals, a great desktop website and mobile app, and more than 50 sports betting markets.

Despite being a recently established sportsbook, Rajabets features a well-designed website and

excellent customer support.

 

How to Download Online IPL Betting Apps

Mobile betting wasn't all that common just a few years ago, when the best IPL betting sites were

your only option, but practically every gambler uses a smartphone daily. Because of this,

international gambling operators decided to work with top software developers to develop a

mobile app. Here are some useful steps to guide you through downloading IPL cricket betting

apps:

Downloading the top IPL betting apps to iOS:

Open the App Store on your device

Type the name of your chosen bookmaker into the search bar

Find the sportsbook option and click get

The app will download and install automatically

You can now enjoy using one of the IPL betting apps

Downloading cricket betting apps in India for Android:

Pros � Cons �

Great customer support The site can often be glitchy

Good selection of payment options

Live streaming
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Head over to Google Play Store on your device

Search for your chosen betting site in the search bar

The app will automatically download

Register and start betting!

How to Create an Account for IPL Betting

In India, obtaining a cricket betting account has become much easier. You decide on a sportsbook

and sign up for an account using your prefeed payment method. Here is a brief guide to help you

get started:

Go to the link above for the betting site of your choice

Click on join now

Enter all relevant information as prompted. We have covered this in detail below.

Enter deposit-related information.

Click and confirm the email you receive.

And that‘s it - you have successfully created an account and can start placing bets immediately.

How to Place a Bet on the IPL

Online wagering on IPL games is straightforward. Follow these simple instructions to start betting

on some of the best IPL betting apps during this hotly anticipated tournament.

Register for a user account on the gambling website of your choice.

Funds must first be loaded before choosing a match to bet on.

Select the IPL game of your choosing.

Place your bets after evaluating the IPL gambling rate and understanding how the

IPL betting odds work.

How We Choose The Best Apps For IPL Betting

Since the introduction of the IPL, cricket has become the number one sport in India to bet on.

There are plenty of IPL betting apps to pick from in India. Cricket betting apps can be confusing

due to the amount on offer. Below are some qualities our team looks for when choosing IPL cricket

betting apps.



Speed

The majority of IPL apps are very fast and efficient. Players expect apps to perform at a good

speed, without glitches - especially during tome critical matches. All IPL apps should be

straightforward to use, as described above in the section on how to place a bet on the IPL.

Bonuses

Bonuses come in many shapes and sizes, free bets, risk-free bets, cash back, enhanced odds, and

welcome promotions. Customers prefer to see often updated promotions regarding IPL betting

sites in India to keep a good reputation. The terms and conditions, and whether or not they are fair,

should also be considered when comparing bonuses and promotions.

Security

With the explosion of online gambling, coupled with the rise of IPL, there is a huge opportunity for

real-money cricket betting apps to be produced by the thousands; that said, there will be many

unlicensed apps not very secured or commissioned by a legal authority. Bookies will also mirror

this. Always check and verify your betting site if it is secure and worthy of wagering.

Range of IPL Betting Markets

A big benefit of having a wide variety of betting options accessible on sports betting markets,

leagues, and competitions is that it allows companies to draw in a diverse player base. Brands

must offer various betting options for cricket teams, leagues, and events to be regarded as one of

India's top cricket betting sites.

Competitive Odds

Having high IPL betting odds is crucial because IPL fans would prioritise increased betting odds

over all other factors when selecting a site to bet on the IPL. Given how fiercely competitive the

industry is, odds offered by several bookmakers will likely be comparable, but shopping around

will help you obtain the best deal on the wager you want to place.

In-Play Betting

In-play betting has become one of the most popular aspects of sports gambling. Many punters

take advantage of the chance to assess the action before placing a bet. Nearly half of all bets are

now placed during an event. bet365 is one of the best IPL cricket betting apps for in-play betting.

Customer Support
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When searching for a betting app, ensure the app has a customer service section and, most

preferably, a live chat feature available 24/7. Some apps also have email and phone support,

which customers often prefer.

Payment Options

With the rise of online gambling and the popularity of IPL, Payment methods include the following:

RuPay

Skrill

Neteller

AstroPay Cards

Visa

Mastercard

NetBanking

Cryptocurrency

IPL Betting Apps vs IPL Betting Sites

The jury is still out to determine the most reliable and convenient tool, Mobile Betting Sites Vs

Mobile Betting Apps. If you need to place a bet quickly, then the mobile betting app is for you! In

nearly every case, using a betting app is much faster and more convenient. If a desktop site is slow

to load, then that bet could be lost by the user.

Another great advantage of using the mobile app is that they are specifically designed for a much

smaller screen compared to online betting sites; desktop sites can be much more clumsy to

navigate around, and they can be slow to load. However, some players may prefer to use desktop

betting sites simply because they don't want to download apps on their devices and prefer the

comfort of a larger screen. Notifications are another big advantage of using IPL betting apps on

your devices; simply updating the scores and finding out the latest wicket being lost while out and

about will always be favourable.

2023 IPL Teams

Ten teams are competing in this year's IPL:

Team Coach Captain

https://u.newsdirect.com/kp24pOrjA9-i2eXtXWkTfjzLKCkpKLbS10_Oz83MSSzSTU1LSy3KTEvTy0wu1U9KSTQ1MzZL1DVJMzfXNTFJTtK1TEtJ1DVKMjNKMk-yMDY0SWbISy0vzihNAgQAAP__fzvpasVR_eFivL4_Vtoow4RenaMOZZW5T8pNSw


 

FAQs

When does the 2023 IPL Season start?

The Indian Premier League starts on Friday, 31st March and runs through to Sunday, 31st May

Are IPL Betting Apps Legal?

Chennai Super Kings (CSK) Stephen Fleming Ravindra Jadeja

Kolkata Knight Riders (KKR) Chandrakant Pandit Shreyas Iyer

Punjab Kings (PBKS) Trevor Bayliss Mayank Agarwal

Sunrisers Hyderabad (SRH) Brain Lara David Warner

Rajasthan Royals (RR) Kumar Sangakkara Sanju Samson

Lucknow Super Giants (LSG) Andy Flower KL Rahul

Mumbai Indians (MI) Mark Boucher Rohit Sharma

Royal Challengers Bangalore

(RCB)

Sanjay Bangar Faf du Plessis

Delhi Capitals (DC) Ricky Ponting Rishabh Pant

Gujarat Titans (GT) Ashish Nehra Hardik Pandya



Using Apps that have a licence to provide gaming services to Indian customers and offer IPL

wagering is allowed. Indian sports bettors can lawfully wager on any website that carries a licence

from the United Kingdom Gambling Commission (UKGC), the Malta Gaming Authority (MGA), or

Curacao Gaming as long as they accept payments in INR currency. Local Indian betting sites are

not permitted to operate.

How many matches will take place in the 2023 IPL Season?

A total of 74 matches will take place between ten teams. All matches will take place across

twelve venues in various locations around India.

Can I play for real money betting on the IPL?

It is totally possible to win real money when betting on the IPL in India. In accordance with the

terms and conditions, all you have to do is open an account with one of the above-mentioned

websites to be eligible to win actual money if a bet you wager is successful.

How can I bet on the IPL in India?

Betting on the IPL in India is easy. Click on the chosen betting site above and register with an email

address and ID proof for verification. Once signed up, get to know the T&Cs to familiarise yourself

with the site. Once a deposit has been made, be sure to make the most of any welcome offers and

then go ahead and place your bets!
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